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ABSTRACT:

The purpose of this paper is to obtain a better understanding of the extent to which service quality is delivered in
Public services with related to the government and private service by front-line employees (FLE) and customer
perceptions of service quality in public Transport(Volvo Buses). The paper investigates how closely customer
expectations of service and FLE perceptions of customer expectations match. The survey captures customer’s
expectations of Public service and compares these with their perceptions of the service delivered by a government and
private service department across Karnataka. The paper also examine how well FLE(front line Executives)have
understand the Expectation of the customers’ and how well its internal processes support the delivery of top quality
services. The FLE should focus on those dimensions which receive lowest ratings (dissatisfies) in attributes. This
research adds to the body of knowledge relating to government service and private operators quality management. It
will also be of interest to strategic and operational government service managers and to academics investigating the
reliability and value of service quality assessment tools. It addresses key relationships between service dimensions and
service quality within the Karnataka government and private service operators.
KEYWORDS: Service quality, Front-line employees, Customer expectations, Government sector, Private sectors
I.
INTRODUCTION
The service industry plays an increasingly important role in the economy of many countries. In Today’s global
competitive environment delivering quality service is considered as an essential Strategy for success and survival [1].
Even the government sector organizations have come under increasing pressure to deliver quality services [2] and
improve efficiencies [3]. Customer needs and expectations are changing when it comes to governmental OR private
services and their quality requirements. However, service quality practices in government and private sector
organizations is slow and is further exacerbated by difficulties in measuring outcomes, Since Karnataka state road
transport (KSRTC)has gained and has undergone a number of transformations. The Government has introduced the
Service Excellence Award for the government department which excels in all spheres of its operations in order to
increase productivity and efficiency (Government of Karnataka). The government sector is under increasing pressure to
demonstrate that their services are customer-focused and that continuous performance improvement is being delivered.
The purpose of this paper is thus to examine the service quality concepts and their application in the government and
private service sector in Karnataka. The study uses Simple comparison approach to examine the gap between customers’
general expectations of a service and their perceptions of the service received by a specific service provider. This paper
investigates how closely customer expectations of service and front-line employees (FLE) perceptions of customer
expectations are matched. This approach has been used extensively to assess the quality of private sector services but
fewer applications of the approach have been reported in government services.
II.
LITERATURE REVIEW
According to [4], service quality can be defined as an overall judgment similar to attitude towards the service and
generally accepted as an antecedent of overall customer satisfaction [5][4] have defined service quality as the ability of
the organization to meet or exceed customer expectations. It is the difference between customer expectations of service
and perceived service [1]. Perceived service quality results from comparisons by customers of expectations with their
perceptions of service delivered by the suppliers [1]. If expectations are greater than performance, then perceived quality
is less than satisfactory and hence customer dissatisfaction occurs [6].
Services unlike tangible products are produced and consumed at the same time in the presence of the Customer and the
service producer.The presence of the human element during the service delivery process greatly increases the probability
of error on the part of employees and customers. This error is due to intangible behavioral processes that cannot be easily
monitored or controlled [7]. However, although a substantial amount of service quality research has focused on service
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customers’ perceived service quality [8], relatively little attention has been paid to exploring the factors that impact on
service employees’ behavior with regard to delivering service quality. More than two decades ago, [8] and [9] stated that
service encounters are human interactions. They suggested that customers and service providers have roles to play during
and possibly After service encounters and that these roles are based on “interpersonal interactions” between
Organizations and customers. Service quality in all service encounters is thus intrinsically affected by the perspectives of
both the service provider and the service receiver. Similarly, [10] concluded that research on service quality must always
include the perspectives of both the provider and the receiver. However, most research on the service quality construct
has been restricted to one perspective: that of the service receiver [11]. A few have applied dual perspectives and
considered interactive features of service quality in service encounters [12]. Because service delivery occurs during the
interactions between contact employees and customers, attitudes and behaviors of the contact employees can influence
customers’ perceptions of service quality [13]. Moreover, [14] found that perceived employee satisfaction, perceived
employee loyalty, and perceived employee commitment had a sizable impact on perceived product quality and on
perceived service quality. According to [5], contact employees represent the organization and can directly influence
customer satisfaction; they perform the role of marketers. Whether acknowledged or not, service employees perform
marketing functions. They can perform these functions well, to the organization’s advantage, or poorly, to the
organization’s detriment. According to [15] FLE has the opportunity to tailor in real-time not only the services the firm
offers, but also the way in which those services are delivered. Customer actions, reactions and other characteristics can
have a profound influence on the actions and mannerisms of front-line service personnel [16]. Customers largely
establish their impressions of the organization’s level of service provision based on their encounters with FLE. Therefore
employees involved in the delivery of front-line services can provide valuable information for improving service. FLE
are knowledgeable about the strengths and weaknesses of the service through their contact with customers and this is an
important form of feedback that can be Used by organizations in decision-making to better serve customers. Research has
established a positive correlation between the attitudes of employees and those of customers, including employee and
customer perceptions of service quality [12].
The customers evaluate the quality of a service on five distinct dimensions: reliability, responsiveness, assurance,
empathy, and tangibles. Perceived service quality results from comparisons by consumers of expectations with their
perceptions of service delivered by the service providers [1]. It can be argued that the factor underpinning the delivering
of good perceived service quality is actually meeting the expectations of the customers. Thus, excellent service quality is
exceeding the customers’ expectations.[17] suggested that customer expectations are beliefs about a service that serve as
standards against which service performance is judged.[4] suggested that customer expectations are what the customers
think a service should offer rather than what might be on offer. [1] identified four factors that influence customers’
expectations: word-of-mouth communications; personal needs; past experience; and external communications. A gap is
created when the perceptions of the delivered service is not as per the expectations of the customer. This gap is addressed
by identifying and implementing strategies that affect perceptions, or expectations, or both [1] .
III. SERVICE QUALITY IN THE PUBLIC SERVICE
Public sector services are responsible and accountable to citizens and communities as well as to its customers. Several
researchers have dealt with service quality in public services [18][19] stated that the literature clearly supported the use
of comparison method in Analyzing the data between Private and public sector operators. According to [19], service
provision is more complex in the public sector because it is not simply a matter of meeting expressed needs, but of
finding out unexpressed needs, setting priorities, allocating resources and publicly justifying and accounting for what has
been done. In addition, [20] pointed out that public sector employees are currently confronted with new professional
challenges arising from the introduction of new principles and tools inspired by the shift to new public management. [21]
Also measured the quality of service provided by a public university health clinic. Using the comparison approach, [22]
carried out a study to assess customer satisfaction within the public sector across a range of Scottish Councils services. In
the library service, the analysis of gap scores revealed that tangibles and reliability had negative gaps which indicate that
customer expectations were not met. On the other hand, responsiveness and assurance were positive implying that
customer expectations were actually exceeded by the service provided.
Furthermore, [23] carried out a study to explore the application to access the quality of service of Strathclyde Police
in Scotland. The survey captures customers’ expectations of an excellent police service and compares these with their
perceptions of the service delivered by Strathclyde Police. The paper also reports on a parallel survey of police officers in
Strathclyde to examine how well the force understands its customers’ expectations and how well its internal processes
support the delivery of quality services in the police department. It was found that Strathclyde Police appears to have a
good understanding of the service quality expectations of their customers as represented by the responses of elected
councilors in the area covered by the force. There is room for improvement in service quality performance both from the
viewpoint of the customer and through police force attention to the definition of, and compliance with, service quality
standards. [24] Carried out a research to identify management and customer perceptions of service quality practices in the
Malaysian Public sector. It is important to note that whereas the different model focused on identifying “gaps” between
expectations and actual delivery, their models focused only on perceptions of actual service delivery. They used nine of
the ten service dimensions identified by [1]. Their study looked at the perceptions of management and customers, thereby
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excluding the views of FLE. It is thus observed that most of the studies to date, have concentrated on service quality in
US and European public service sector, while some more recent studies have looked at service quality in developing
countries [24].
IV. THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN SERVICE QUALITY AND CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
A review of the emerging literature suggests that there appears to be relative consensus among marketing researchers that
service quality and customer satisfaction are separate Constructs which is unique and share a close relationship [25].
Most researchers in the services field have maintained that these constructs are Distinct [26].
Table 1 identifies a number of key elements that distinguish customer satisfaction from Service quality.
Table: I
Customer Satisfaction
Service Quality
Customer satisfaction can result from any
dimension, whether or not it is quality
Related.
Customer satisfaction judgments can be
formed by a large number of non-quality
Issues, such as needs, equity, perceptions of fairness.
Customer satisfaction is believed to have
More conceptual antecedents.
Satisfaction judgments do require
Experience with the service or provider.

The dimensions underlying quality
Judgments are rather specific.
Expectations for quality are based on ideals
Or perceptions of excellence.
Service quality has less conceptual
Antecedents.
Quality perceptions do not require
Experience with the service or provider.

Source: Adapted from various sources (Taylor, 1993; Oliver, 1993; Rust and Oliver, 1994; Spreng and Mackoy,
1996; Choi et al., 2004; Grace and O’Cass, 2005)
V. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
In order to answer the core of the research problem customer satisfaction through service quality in the public service
(Volvo buses) compared with private and government operators across Karnataka the information from the customer
perspective play an important role. Quantitative data collection methods were used to obtain all the necessary data
needed for answering the core research questions and problems of the research.
Common Attributes have been used for private and government operators across Karnataka to measure customer
satisfaction index. In order to make the study more useful and informative descriptive statistics have been applied.
Weight age is given for the desired attributes:
1) Reliability, 2) Assurance, 3) Tangibles, 4) Empathy and 5) Responsiveness. The factors are given below
1. Tangibles
a) Have up-to-date equipment
b) Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing,
c) Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance
2. Reliability
a) Show sincere interest in solving customers’ problems
b) Performs the service right the first time
c) Provides services at the time promised
3. Responsiveness
a) Inform customers when services will be performed
b) Offers prompt services to customers
c) Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
4. Assurance
 Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Employees are courteous at all times
 Have the knowledge to answer customers' questions
5. Empathy
 Employees given personal attention to all
 Employees have customers best interests at heart
 Employees understanding customers' needs
The customer satisfaction index represents the overall satisfaction of customer towards public operators, usually as a
percentage. Plotting this satisfaction index of the customer against Private and government operators show exactly how
well the public service is accomplishing the task of customer satisfaction over a period of time.
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Since the survey feedback comes from many respondents in one organization, the bias due to the individual
perception needs to be accounted for. This can be achieved by calculating the satisfaction index. The data is to collect the
information of customers Who travelled in Private and government operators (Volvo Buses) across Karnataka.. Data
have been collected from both primary and secondary sources. For the primary data a questionnaire survey was used.
Moreover, different local and internationally published articles were reviewed to strengthen theoretical backgrounds of
the study.
Then the respondents were asked to indicate their level of satisfaction by using a 5 point Likert scale (from 1= strongly
dissatisfied to 5= strongly satisfied). For the purpose of the study 25 private and government operators were selected 4 from
Bangalore, and Three each from Mysore, Mangalore Shivmoga, Hubli, Belgaum, Hassan and Gulbarga. For every operator the
sample was fixed as 30 Customers. Totally around 1500 customers was surveyed both in private and government operators
across Karnataka .To analyze the data, index method was used. Survey was done for customers who have reached the destiny
stations.
VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
1500 questionnaires were distributed among the 25 Private and government operators across Karnataka. 1360 questionnaires
were found fully completed (In that 680 in private and 680 in government operators) and used for further analysis.
VII. RESEARCH DESIGN
The survey is to measure the quality of customer service as it demonstrated between the customers’ expectations and the
perceptions of FLE of the customers’ expectations. The survey questionnaire was thus administered to these two distinct
groups of respondents. Each group had a disparate view of the quality of service. The questionnaire used in this study
comprised
of two parts: Part A contained questions about personal profiles of the respondents including gender, educational level
and age. Part B included expectations (E) and perceptions (P) of respondents according to five dimensions and these were
Tangibles, Reliability, Responsiveness, Assurance and Empathy. The items in the questionnaire were measured on a fivepoint scale ranging from “1 = strongly disagree” to “5 strongly agree” and the respondents were asked to rate their
expectations and perceptions of the various items for the private and government service operators.
This research is carried out public service in private and government operators departments in Karnataka. The major
function of that government department is to ensure that laws regulating road transport are enforced in order to sustain
the social and economic activities of the country. This government department has sub-branches all over Karnataka, and
its Head Office is in Bangalore, the capital of Karnataka. The department provides a range of “at-cost” services.
According to Donnelly et al. (1995),.for the provision of a service and for those who do not pay for the provision of a
service. It is pointed out by Robinson (2003) that government services that charge customers are more likely to be in
competition with services offered in the private sector, thereby offering the customer a choice. The government
department chosen for this study charges customers for its service provisions, but this service is not offered by another
commercial sector and thus not in direct competition with other service organizations. However, the customers demand a
better service for which they are paying.
First we measure the Customer satisfaction with Below Mentioned attributes with FLE of Government sectors and then
with private sectors.
A. Government Sector
1
Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 558 customer (82%)were satisfied with the condition of equipments of government sector by
external looking .
 Around 48 Customer (7.05%) were found to be dissatisfied in metro cities .This is due to the fact that
they were expecting more and saw better than this.
 Around 74 Customer (10.88%) are neutral because they were not bothered about the condition of the
Equipment rather they were concern about the Reaching of Destiny.
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 496 customers (72%)were satisfied with the physical facilities ,Materials and services offered
by Government operators.
 Around 184 customers (27%) were dissatisfied with service and visually appealing.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance
 Around 600 customers (88.25%) were satisfied with dress and appearance of FLE(Front line
Executives) of government Sectors.
 Around 50 Customers (7.35%) were dissatisfied with the appearance and dress of FLE (Front line
Executives) of Government sectors .
 Remaining 30 Customers (4.41%) are neutral and not bothered about the appearance and neat of FLE
(Front line Executives) of Government sectors.
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Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 510 customers (75%) were satisfied with the sincere interest in solving customers problem by
FLE (Front line executives)
 Around 120 customers (17.64%) were dissatisfied with the FLE by solving their problems.
 Around 50 customers (7.35%) are neutral due to which they didn’t observe OR Solved themselves the
issues OR they know how to overcome.
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
 Around 573 customers (84.26%) were satisfied with the service and performance of the FLE (Front
line Executives )of government sectors in giving the service at first time
 Around 107 customers (15.73%) were dissatisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) of Government
sectors for which the service what they offer right the first time was not to their expectation.
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 410 customers (60.29%) are satisfied with service offered by FLE(Front line Executives) of
Government Sectors which they promised at the time period.
 Around 163 customers (23.97%) are dissatisfied with the service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) of government sectors at desired time period.
 Around 107 Customers (15.73%) are neutral due to the which they didn’t want the service by the FLE
(Front line Executives ) at the time period.
Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
 Around 573 Customers (83.82%) were happy and satisfied by the intimation of FLE (Front line
Executives) of the government sectors on when the service will be performed.
 Around 107 Customers (15.73%) were dissatisfied by the FLE (Front line Executives) On information
given to them when the service will be performed.
ii.
Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 590 Customers (86.76%) were happy with the prompt Service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) to Customers.
 Around 90 Customers (13.23%) are totally dissatisfied by the FLE(Front line Executives)which they
don’t think prompt service given to Customers.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
Around 587 Customers (86.32%) are satisfied with the help and respond done by FLE (Front Line
Executives) to customers
 Around 93 Customers (13.67%) were dissatisfied due to the Expectation are more OR lower compared
with other service provider.
Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 590 Customers (86.76%) were satisfied with the FLE(Front line executives ) by their
confidence and felt safe in the Government sectors operators.
 Around 90 Customers (13.23%) were dissatisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) and felt they are
not safe with government transactions.
ii.
Employees are courteous at all times
 Around 500 Customers (73.52%) are satisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) for their courteous at
all times.
 Around 96 Customers (41.11%) were dissatisfied with negligence shown by the FLE (Front Line
Executives) of Government sectors.
 Around 84 Customers (12.35%) are Neutral about the Fact and didn’t respond to it.
iii. Have the knowledge to answer customers questions
 Around 610 Customers (89.70%) were satisfied with the Knowledge and queries answered by FLE
(Front line Executives) to Customers.
 Around 70 Customers (10.29%) are dissatisfied with knowledge of FLE (Front Line Executives )
where they couldn’t answer to Customer quires .
5 Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 468 Customers (68.82%) were satisfied and felt about the attention given by the FLE (Front
line executives) equally to all customers.
iii.
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Around 80 Customers (11.76%) were dissatisfied with the attention given by the FLE (Front line
Executives)
Around 132 customers (19.41%) were neutral and didn’t felt that they need attention while they are in
transaction.
Employees have customers best interests at heart
Around 414Customers (60.88%) were satisfied about the facts.
Around 198 Customers (29.11%) were dissatisfied about the FLE (Front line Executives) with their
interest at heart towards customers.
Around 68 Customers (10%) are neutral and didn’t bother about their Emotions working about FLE
(Front line Executives) towards customers.
Employees understanding customers' needs
Around 568 customers (83.52%) were satisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) towards
understanding the customer needs.
Around 112 customers (16.47%) are dissatisfied with the fact and fascia regarding the understanding
of customers need by FLE (Front line Executives).

B. Private sector
1 Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 396 customers (58.23%) were satisfied with the condition of equipments of Private sector .
 Around 284 Customer (41.76%) were found to be dissatisfied in metro cities .This is due to the fact
that lack of funding from private operators (Less investment and more returns.
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 416 customers (61.17%)were satisfied with the physical facilities ,Materials and services
offered by Private operators.
 Around 264 customers (38.82%) were dissatisfied with service and visually appealing.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance

Around 530 customers (77.79%) were satisfied with dress and appearance of FLE(Front line
Executives) of government Private Sectors.
 Around 150 Customers (22.05%) were dissatisfied with the appearance and dress of FLE (Front line
Executives) of Private sectors.
2 Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 468 customers (68.82%) were satisfied with the sincere interest in solving customers problem
by FLE (Front line executives)
 Around 212 customers (31.17%) were dissatisfied with the FLE by solving their problems.
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
 Around 383 customers (56.32%) were satisfied with the service and performance of the FLE (Front
line Executives )of Private sectors in giving the service at first time
 Around 297 customers (43.67%) were dissatisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) of Private
sectors for which the service what they offer right the first time was not to their expectation.
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 533 customers (78.38%) are satisfied with service offered by FLE(Front line Executives) of
Private Sectors which they promised at the time period
 Around 147 customers (21.61%) are dissatisfied with the service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) of Private sectors at desired time period.
3 Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
 Around 610 Customers (89.70%) were happy and satisfied by the intimation of FLE (Front line
Executives) of the Private sectors on when the service will be performed.
 Around 70 Customers (10.29%) were dissatisfied by the FLE (Front line Executives) on information
given to them when the service will be performed.
 Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 513 Customers (75.44%) were happy with the prompt Service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) to Customers.
 Around 167 Customers (24.55%) are totally dissatisfied by the FLE(Front line Executives)which they
don’t think prompt service given to Customers.
ii.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
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Around 616 Customers (90.58%) are satisfied with the help and respond done by FLE (Front Line
Executives) to customers.
 Around 64 Customers (9.41%) were dissatisfied due to the Expectation are more OR lower compared
with other service provider.
4 Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 415 Customers (61.02%) were satisfied with the FLE(Front line executives ) by their
confidence and felt safe in the Private sectors operators.
 Around 265 Customers (38.97%) were dissatisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) and felt they are
not safe with government transactions.
ii.
Employees are courteous at all times
 Around 593 Customers (87.20%) are satisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) for their courteous at
all times.
 Around 87 Customers (12.79%) were dissatisfied with negligence shown by the FLE (Front Line
Executives) of Private sectors.
iii.
Have the knowledge to answer customers questions
 Around 469 Customers (68.97%) were satisfied with the Knowledge and queries answered by FLE
(Front line Executives) to Customers.
 Around 211 Customers (31.02%) are dissatisfied with knowledge of FLE (Front Line Executives )
where they couldn’t answer to Customer quires .
5 Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 410 Customers (60.29%) were satisfied and felt about the attention given by the FLE (Front
line executives) equally to all customers.
 Around 270 Customers (39.70%) were dissatisfied with the attention given by the FLE (Front line
Executives).
ii.

Employees have customers best interests at heart
Around 380Customers (55.88%) were satisfied about the facts.
Around 300 Customers (44.11%) were dissatisfied about the FLE (Front line Executives) with their
interest at heart towards customers.
iii.
Employees understanding customers' needs
 Around 553 customers (81.32%) were satisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) towards
understanding the customer needs.
 Around 127 customers 18.67%) are dissatisfied with the fact and fascia regarding the Understanding
of customers need by FLE (Front line Executives)
The study was conducted at 25 Private and government operators across Karnataka. This study has been conducted with five
main variables namely a. Tangibles, b. Reliability, c. Responsiveness d. Assurance, e. Empathy which were found to be
the most relevant parameters at the present time. The questionnaire was developed covering these variables and the same
where administered to customers at Government and private operators across Karnataka. The data collected were
analyzed and several findings emerged. The finding of this survey could now be grouped into two categories namely
satisfied and dissatisfied with the Operators according to the perception of the customer who responds to the
questionnaire.
A. Satisfiers In Government And Private Sectors
1
Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 558 customer (82%)were satisfied with the condition of equipments of government sector by
external looking .
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 496 customers (72%)were satisfied with the physical facilities ,Materials and services offered
by Government operators.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance

Around 600 customers (88.25%) were satisfied with dress and appearance of FLE(Front line
Executives) of government Sectors.
2
Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 510 customers (75%) were satisfied with the sincere interest in solving customers problem by
FLE (Front line executives)
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
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Around 573 customers (84.26%) were satisfied with the service and performance of the FLE (Front
line Executives )of government sectors in giving the service at first time
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 410 customers (60.29%) are satisfied with service offered by FLE(Front line Executives) of
Government Sectors which they promised at the time period.
Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
 Around 573 Customers (83.82%) were happy and satisfied by the intimation of FLE (Front line
Executives) of the government sectors on when the service will be performed.
ii.
Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 590 Customers (86.76%) were happy with the prompt Service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) to Customers.
iii.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
 Around 587 Customers (86.32%) are satisfied with the help and respond done by FLE (Front Line
Executives) to customers.
Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 590 Customers (86.76%) were satisfied with the FLE(Front line executives ) by their
confidence and felt safe in the Government sectors operators.
ii.
Employees are courteous at all times
 Around 500 Customers (73.52%) are satisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) for their courteous at
all times.

iii.

Have the knowledge to answer customers questions
Around 610 Customers (89.70%) were satisfied with the Knowledge and queries answered by FLE
(Front line Executives) to Customers.
Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 468 Customers (68.82%) were satisfied and felt about the attention given by the FLE (Front
line executives) equally to all customers.
ii.
Employees have customers best interests at heart
 Around 414Customers (60.88%) were satisfied about the facts.
iii.
Employees understanding customers' needs
 Around 568 customers (83.52%) were satisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) towards
understanding the customer needs.
Private sector
Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 396 customers (58.23%) were satisfied with the condition of equipments of Private sector .
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 416 customers (61.17%)were satisfied with the physical facilities ,Materials and services
offered by Private operators.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance

Around 530 customers (77.79%) were satisfied with dress and appearance of FLE(Front line
Executives) of government Private Sectors.
Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 468 customers (68.82%) were satisfied with the sincere interest in solving customers problem
by FLE (Front line executives)
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
 Around 383 customers (56.32%) were satisfied with the service and performance of the FLE (Front
line Executives )of Private sectors in giving the service at first time
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 533 customers (78.38%) are satisfied with service offered by FLE(Front line Executives) of
Private Sectors which they promised at the time period
a) Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
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Around 610 Customers (89.70%) were happy and satisfied by the intimation of FLE (Front line
Executives) of the Private sectors on when the service will be performed.
ii.
Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 513 Customers (75.44%) were happy with the prompt Service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) to Customers.
iii.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
 Around 616 Customers (90.58%) are satisfied with the help and respond done by FLE (Front Line
Executives) to customers.
3 Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 415 Customers (61.02%) were satisfied with the FLE(Front line executives ) by their
confidence and felt safe in the Private sectors operators.
ii.
Around Employees are courteous at all times
 Around 593 Customers (87.20%) are satisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) for their courteous at
all times.
iii. Have the knowledge to answer customers questions
 Around 469 Customers (68.97%) were satisfied with the Knowledge and queries answered by FLE
(Front line Executives) to Customers.
5) Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 410 Customers (60.29%) were satisfied and felt about the attention given by the FLE (Front
line executives) equally to all customers.
ii.
Employees have customers best interests at heart
 Around 380Customers (55.88%) were satisfied about the facts.
iii.
Employees understanding customers' needs
 Around 553 customers (81.32%) were satisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) towards
understanding the customer needs.
VIII. DISSATISFIERS/HIGHLY DISSATISFIERS IN GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE SECTORS
The dissatisfies are found to be
A. Government sector
1
Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 48 Customer (7.05%) were found to be dissatisfied in metro cities .This is due to the fact that
they were expecting more and found better than this.
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 184 customers (27%) were dissatisfied with service and visually appealing.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance

Around 50 Customers (7.35%) were dissatisfied with the appearance and dress of FLE (Front line
Executives) of Government sectors .
2
Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 120 customers (17.64%) were dissatisfied with the FLE by solving their problems.
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
 Around 107 customers (15.73%) were dissatisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) of Government
sectors for which the service what they offer right the first time was not to their expectation.
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 163 customers (23.97%) are dissatisfied with the service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) of government sectors at desired time period.
3 Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
 Around 107 Customers (15.73%) were dissatisfied by the FLE (Front line Executives) On information
given to them when the service will be performed.
ii.
Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 90 Customers (13.23%) are totally dissatisfied by the FLE(Front line Executives)which they
don’t think prompt service given to Customers.
iii.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
 Around 93 Customers (13.67%) were dissatisfied due to the Expectation are more OR lower compared
with other service provider.
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Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 590 Customers (86.76%) were satisfied with the FLE(Front line executives ) by their
confidence and felt safe in the Government sectors operators.
 Around 90 Customers (13.23%) were dissatisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) and felt they are
not safe with government transactions.
ii.
Employees are courteous at all times
 Around 96 Customers (41.11%) were dissatisfied with negligence shown by the FLE (Front Line
Executives) of Government sectors.
iii. Have the knowledge to answer customers questions

Around 70 Customers (10.29%) are dissatisfied with knowledge of FLE (Front Line Executives)
where they couldn’t answer to Customer quires .
Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 80 Customers (11.76%) were dissatisfied with the attention given by the FLE (Front line
Executives)
ii.
Employees have customers best interests at heart
 Around 198 Customers (29.11%) were dissatisfied about the FLE (Front line Executives) with their
interest at heart towards customers.
iii.

1

2

3

4

Employees understanding customers' needs
 Around 112 customers (16.47%) are dissatisfied with the fact and fascia regarding the
understanding of customers need by FLE (Front line Executives).
B. Private sector
Tangibles
i.
Have up-to-date equipment
 Around 284 Customer (41.76%) were found to be dissatisfied in metro cities .This is due to the fact
that lack of funding from private operators (Less investment and more returns).
ii.
Physical facilities, materials with the service are visually appealing
 Around 264 customers (38.82%) were dissatisfied with service and visually appealing.
iii.
Employees are well dressed and neat in appearance
 Around 150 Customers (22.05%) were dissatisfied with the appearance and dress of FLE (Front line
Executives) of Private sectors.
Reliability
i.
Show sincere interest in solving customers problems
 Around 212 customers (31.17%) were dissatisfied with the FLE by solving their problems.
ii.
Performs the service right the first time
 Around 297 customers (43.67%) were dissatisfied with the FLE (Front line Executives) of Private
sectors for which the service what they offer right the first time was not to their expectation.
iii.
Provides services at the time promised
 Around 147 customers (21.61%) are dissatisfied with the service rendered by FLE (Front line
Executives) of Private sectors at desired time period.
Responsiveness
i.
Inform customers when services will be performed
 Around 70 Customers (10.29%) were dissatisfied by the FLE (Front line Executives) on information
given to them when the service will be performed.
ii.
Offers prompt services to customers
 Around 167 Customers (24.55%) are totally dissatisfied by the FLE (Front line Executives)which they
don’t think prompt service given to Customers.
iii.
Always willing to help, readily respond to customers’ request
 Around 64 Customers (9.41%) were dissatisfied due to the Expectation are more OR lower compared
with other service provider.
Assurance
i.
Able to instill confidence in customers & feel safe in their transactions
 Around 265 Customers (38.97%) were dissatisfied with FLE (Front line Executives) and felt they are
not safe with government transactions.
ii.
Employees are courteous at all times
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Around 87 Customers (12.79%) were dissatisfied with negligence shown by the FLE (Front Line
Executives) of Private sectors.
Have the knowledge to answer customers questions
Around 211 Customers (31.02%) are dissatisfied with knowledge of FLE (Front Line Executives)
where they couldn’t answer to Customer quires.

Empathy
i.
Employees given personal attention to all
 Around 270 Customers (39.70%) were dissatisfied with the attention given by the FLE (Front line
Executives).
ii.
Employees have customers best interests at heart
 Around 300 Customers (44.11%) were dissatisfied about the FLE (Front line Executives) with their
interest at heart towards customers.
iii.
Employees understanding customers' needs
 Around 127 customers (18.67%) are dissatisfied with the fact and fascia regarding the understanding
of customers need by FLE (Front line Executives)

IX. RESULTS/COMMENTS AND CONCLUSION
These attributes were the major concern which will require significant attention by government and private sectors in
terms of making improvement efforts. Knowing what customers expect is an essential process in delivering quality
service at any level of an operation. Any differences between customer expectations and the organization’s perception of
customer expectations of quality are important to identify and determine the level of quality of service provided.
Management needs to recognize the importance of the behavioral aspects of service as customers place to their needs that
can vary according to the occasion or purpose for the service. Management needs to ensure that there is appropriate
selection and training of FLE so that they are able to perform and display the qualities of responsiveness and reliability
regarded by customers as being important.
From a practical aspect, the study attempted neither to test existing theory nor to develop new research Instruments. The
study tried to present the findings of assessing the expectations and perceptions of service quality for customers and FLE
of Public service in a government and private sector service context across Karnataka. The assessment of service quality
expectations and perceptions investigated in this study has proved to be reliable in the government and private service
setting. The service quality gaps indicated that the government and private service department was failing to meet the
expectations of their customers. The results of this analysis provide evidence that service provider gaps must be reduced.
An important step in minimizing dissatisfies gaps and to measure customer expectations and communicate these
expectations to FLE. If FLE do not fully understand the needs of customers, they cannot be expected to meet or exceed
these needs. The More dissatisfies, the more serious the service quality shortfall. In fact, the service quality shortfalls in
the government service in Karnataka are related to a number of constraints, such as inadequate internal systems to
support the FLE and insufficient capacity for quality service delivery. Because of these constraints, FLE are unwilling or
unable to perform the service at the level required by customers. In order to bridge the gap between customers’
perceptions of service delivery in the government and Private service in Karnataka, the government service department
needs to provide more training to the FLE to enhance their customer service skills. The training should focus on FLE
ability to help customers resolve their queries and problems quickly. In the process of resolving such problems, they
should show a caring, courteous attitude and a sincere interest in helping customers. Furthermore, FLE should improve
their knowledge and skills so that they can provide a fast and reliable service to their customers. When they promise to
do something for the customer within a certain time, they must fulfill that promise. More importantly, service
enhancement through customer orientation will provide the government sector with an opportunity to gain confidence
from the tax-paying government.
The study was able to help the government and private organization to identify important areas for improvement in its
service delivery. The findings revealed that employees and customers did not have significant differences in opinions in
terms of the gaps between their perceptions and expectations of that government and private organization. The findings
are congruent with the studies of [1][5][9] where both employees and customers have common perceptions regarding the
level of service quality delivered in an organization. This study was therefore able to highlight how important it is for an
organization, be it a government or private sector organization, to conduct a survey and consider the opinions of its
customers and its employees in identifying areas for service quality improvements. It is therefore very important for them
to know how customers evaluate service quality and what they can do to measure and improve service quality. Therefore,
to exceed customer expectations, it is necessary for even a government sector organization to continually improve the
quality of service provided to its customers.
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